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Following major theoretical advances in the study of multi-armed bandit problems, Gittins proposed a 
forwards induction (FI) approach to the development of policies for Markov decision processes (MDP’s). 
Considerable computational savings are often possible over conventional dynamic programming. We 
describe procedures for computing such policies and give a bound on their suboptimality. This yields, 
inter alia, a probabilistic analysis of FI policies for families of competing MDP’s. The paper concludes 
with a detailed study of the status of FI policies for stochastic scheduling problems with order constraints. 
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1. Introduction 
The standard approaches to the computation of optimal policies for discounted 
Markov decision processes (MDPs) are the iterative schemes based on dynamic 
programming/backwards induction. See Ross [13] for an accessible account. The 
disadvantages of such schemes are well known. Foremost among these is the curse 
of dimensionality. 
Various attempts have been made to elucidate model structures where some 
computational reduction is possible. One recent example is the study by Sobel [14] 
of affine dynamic models in which he presents sufficient conditions for an optimal 
policy to be myopic. See also the papers cited there. One of the most fruitful 
approaches to the development of computationally efficient procedures has centered 
around the ideas of Gittins indexationlforwards induction presented in [2]. Although 
these approaches were initially set within the context of multi-armed bandit prob- 
lems, subsequent work has expanded their scope considerably. See, for example, 
[3], [7] and [9], together with the references therein. 
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A forwards induction (FI) policy for a discounted MDP M is constructed as 
follows: at time 0, a policy (6,) say) and a stopping time on M under 4, (?, , say) 
are chosen to maximise a natural measure of reward rate earned from X(O), the 
initial state at 0, up to the stopping time. The FI policy constructed by this procedure 
then implements 4, up to ?, . The state of the process X(?,) at 7^ is observed and 
a new policy/stopping time pair (( 7;*, e2) say) is chosen to maximise the reward 
rate from X( 4,). Policy G2 is then implemented during [G, , q, + ?J, and so on. An 
appropriate notion of reward rate is described in Section 2, as is a procedure for 
computing FI policies. 
Some strengths of the forwards induction approach are the following: 
(i) FI policies are optimal for a large class of models, especially in stochastic 
resource allocation. See [3]. 
(ii) Considerable computational savings are often possible over conventional 
dynamic programming. See [ 1 l] for a discussion. 
(iii) FI policies sometimes have a simple (e.g. index-based) structure. See [3]. 
More generally the approach offers the prospect of relations between model structure 
and policy structure which are (relatively) simple and accessible. See, for example, 
[81. 
Section 3 contains a discussion of the quality of performance of FI policies for 
general discounted MDPs. To the authors’ knowledge, no previous such study has 
been published. Examples discussed include a two state model and a probabilistic 
analysis of a multi-processor version of the families of competing MDPs discussed 
in [9]. 
We specialise in Section 4 to stochastic scheduling problems with a set of 
precedence constraints delimiting the class of admissible policies. Such models have 
been studied extensively (see [ 1, 2, 4, 81) and have had an important place in the 
theoretical development of forwards induction. It is known that for a large class of 
such problems, FI policies are optimal when the precedence constraints have a 
digraph representation in the form of an out-forest, but are not optimal in general. 
We are able to bound the level of suboptimality of FI policies for a general precedence 
constraint by a natural measure of the extent to which that sufficient condition is 
violated. 
2. Forwards induction policies 
Our model is a discounted MDP M (see e.g. [13]) as follows: 
(i) States. X(t) is the state of the process at time t E N. State space 0 is a Bore1 
subset of some complete separable metric space, together with a g-algebra 9 of 
subsets of fi which include every single element subset. 
(ii) Actions. At every decision epoch t E N an action a from action set A{X( t)} 
is chosen where 
IA(x)/ < ~0, x E 0. 
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A policy rr is any rule for choosing actions (satisfying the obvious measurability 
requirements) which is a function of the history of the process to date. Such policies 
may be randomised. 
(iii) Rewards. Should action a E A{X( t)} be taken at decision epoch t EN an 
expected reward cu’r{X(r), a} is earned. Here (Y E [0, 1) is a discount rate and for 
each a, r(., a):R + [wz_O is a bounded s-measurable function. 
(iv) Process evolution. If action a E A{X( t)} is taken at decision epoch t E N then 
P( G 1 x, a) is the probability that X( t + 1) lies in set G E 9 conditional upon the 
event X(t) = x. 
(v) Optimal policies. We write R(v, x) for the total expected reward earned by 
policy n over an infinite horizon when X(0) = x, i.e. 
where F(t) is the reward earned from the choice of action made by rr at time t and 
E, is an expectation taken conditional upon the application of policy rr. If policy 
rr is deterministic, stationary and Markov (DSM) then 
R(~,x)=r{x, ‘~r(x)}+a Rhy)PNIx, r(x)) 
where r(x) is the choice of action made by rr in state x. A policy V* is optimal if 
R(r*, x)=supR(qx)=R(x), XE~, (1) 71 
the supremum in (1) being over all policies. General theory asserts the existence of 
an optimal policy rr* which is DSM. It also asserts that R( 0) uniquely satisfies the 
recursion 
known as the optimality equations. Procedures for determining R( *) and r* include 
value iteration and policy iteration, as described by Ross [13]. 
Forwards induction (FI) policies for M are constructed by choosing actions which 
maximise a measure of the current reward rate as follows: Consider process M in 
initial state x under the application of policy Z-. Let T > 0 be a positive-valued 
stopping time (PST) on this process. R( T, S-, x) denotes the expected reward earned 
by policy rr during [0, r), i.e. 
The notions expressed in Definitions 1 and 2 are central to the ideas explored in 
the paper. 
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Definition 1. The reward rate for policy r, positive stopping time T, and initial state 
x, T(n, 7, x) is given by 
Note that 
~(~,T,x)=[E*{:~~a’i(t)/X(O)=x}] 
and so it is indeed an average reward rate under policy n up to time T with weights 
given by the discount factor CL 
Definition 2. The policy/stopping time pair (4, ;) is reward rate optimal for state x 
if 
r( 6, ;, X) = SUP r( 7T, 7, X) = r(X). 
(V.T) 
(2) 
The supremum in (2) is over all policies and PSTs. The function r( .) : R + [wao is 
the Gittins index for M. 
We also write 
r( %-, X) = SUP r( 7T, 7, X) 
T 
and call r( n, * ) : 0 + R,, the Gittins index for M under n. 
Before proceeding to the definition of a FI policy, we pause to address some 
issues raised by Definition 2. These concern the existence of (6, G) attaining the 
supremum in (2) and the development of procedures for the computation of reward 
rate optimal (3, 4) and of Gittins index T(x). 
In order to proceed we use a construction due to Whittle [17]. We define 
MDP M(u, 2), u E lQzO, 2 E 0, to be the process M in (i)-(v) above with X(0) = .? 
and with action set A’(x) given by 
A’(x) = A(x) u {b,}, x E R. 
Hence at each decision epoch an additional action b, is available. Action b, leaves 
the state of the process unchanged and earns a fixed reward ~(1 -a), i.e. 
P[{x> 1 x, &I = 1, r(x, b,)=u(l-a). 
Denote by 7;(u, 2) an optimal policy for M(u, 2) among all policies which do 
not choose b, at time 0. Thus &(u, 2) is an optimal policy for the modified MDP, 
denoted M’(u, ;), for which the initial state .? is replaced by the set of states 
((2, n), n EN}, where n records the number of previous visits to 2, and with the 
corresponding action sets 
A’($ n) = 
A(f), n =O, 
A’(Z), n 2 1. 
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Denote by T, (u, 2) the total expected reward earned from the application of policy 
7;( u, 2) to M’( u, 2). Theorem 1 concerns the mapping T, (. , x^) : [wao + F&,. 
Theorem 1. For each x^ E 0, 
(a) T, ( . ,2) is monotone, non-decreasing; 
(b) T,( s, i?) is a contraction mapping with respect to the L, norm; 
(c) r = T(x^) is the unique member of [w,,, for which 
T,(I’, 2) = r; 
(d) There exists a pair (4, ?) such that 
r(7;, ;, 2) = sup I+-, 7, 2) = r(2). 
(7r.T) 
Proof. (a) Since there exists a DSM policy 6( U, 2) which is optimal for M’( U, x^) 
we conclude from the fact that action b, does not change the state of the process 
that there must exist a stationary PST G(u, 2) for M’( U, 2) under &( u, 2) such that 
7;(~,2){X(t)}=b, ti t>?(u,.?). (3) 
Please note that we may have P{G(u, 2) = a} > 0. In light of (3) we may write 
T,(u, x^) = R{&(u, ;), ;(u, g), ~}+uE{a+‘.“‘} 
S R{G(U, 2), ;(u, .?), 2}+ &?z{ai~u~p)} 
s T,,(u, 3 
if udu. 
(b) Suppose that vz u. From (4) it follows that 
0s T,,(~,~)-T,,(u,~^)~E{(Y”~‘-~‘}(v-u)~(Y(v-u) 
(4) 
since G( V, 2) 3 1 a.s. 
(c) The contraction mapping fixed point theorem guarantees the existence of a 
unique fixed point for T,,( . , 2). Call the fixed point y. Write 
y=T,(y,~)=s~p{R(~,+)+yE,(a~IX(O)=f)} 
(Tr.7) 
= R{&(y, x^), ;(y, i), I?)}+ yE{ai’Y,~‘)}. (5) 
Equation (5) recognises that a choice of policy for M’( y, 2) is equivalent to a choice 
of policy for M together with a PST indicating the time of first application of b,. 
Hence 
y=R{&(y,$, ;(~,X^),~}[~-E{CY~‘~~‘}]~’ 
= rG(y, 3, ;(y, 3,3 
= sup rcT, 7, 2) = r(i), 
(7r.T) 
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since otherwise there exists a policy/stopping time pair (6, ?), say, for which 
r<R(;i,;,x^)+yE,(cYiIX(0)=~), 
contradicting (5). Hence y = r(g) and we have (c). 
(d) The required pair attaining the supremum are denoted above by &{r(i), i} 
and ?{r(g), x^}. The proof is complete. 0 
Theorem 1 forms the basis of a value iteration approach to the computation of 
Gittins index r(i). We need the n-fold version of T,( *, i), written TE(. , 2) and 
defined by 
Tg(r.4, x^)= T,{TX_‘(u, x^), I;}, UER,“, na 1. 
Corollary 2 follows from Theorem 1 and standard results on contraction mappings. 
Corollary 2 (Value iteration for Gittins indices). For each u E RzO, x^ E 0, 
this convergence being geometrical and uniform over 2. 0 
We now cite Theorem 3.4(iii) of [3], which gives important information concerning 
the SPTs attaining the supremum in (2). This result generalises one due to Nash 
[12] which was restricted to the case of bandit processes for which only a single 
action is available. 
Theorem 3. There exists a pair (6, ;) attaining the supremum in (2) where for MDP M 
with initial state 2 under policy 6, 
t=inf[t>O andr{i;,X(t)}<r(i;,x^)] (6) 
= inf[ t > 0 and T{X( t)} < r(g)]. Cl (7) 
Please note that < in (6) and (7) may be replaced by s. These are essentially 
the only choices for G. 
Now consider a stochastic sequence {( 4,) G,,), n 1 l} of DSM policy/PST pairs. 
We write .$ =Cb=, +,. 
Definition 3. {( &,, t,,), n 2 1) is a forwards induction (FI) sequence for MDP M with 
initial state 2 if 
(i) r( 7;, , 4,) 2) = T(i); 
(ii) each +,, is a PST on M in initial state 2n_, = X(s’,_,) under policy &,, with 
both ?,, and 4, chosen such that 
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(iii) in (ii) above the state in_, is the result of applying forwards induction (FI) 
policy v,. to process M during [0, $_,) from initial state 2, this policy being such 
that 
Hence at time 0, a FI policy makes a choice of policy (6,) and stopping time 
(<,) on the process under 6, to maximise the measure of the current reward rate 
given by the Gittins index. The policy then implements &, up to time G, . The new 
state of the process (2,) is observed and a new policy/stopping time pair (7;*, t2) 
chosen to maximise the reward rate from state x^, . Policy G2 is then implemented 
during [G, , ?, + ;,), and so on. Please note that, in the absence of any extension of 
the state variable FI policy 7r1, is not necessarily DSM. 
Note that the sequence of associated Gittins indices {T(x^,_,), n 2 l} is stochastic, 
though its first member must be T(2) for initial state x^ (=x^,,). Corollary 4 is a 
simple consequence of Theorem 3 and the remark following that result. 
Corollary 4. The sequence {T(x^,_,), n 2 l} determined by any FI sequence 
{(&IT, t,), n 2 l} is non-increasing almost surely, i.e. 
P{r(_2,,_,)ZT(2n)Vn21}=1. 0 
In Section 3 we see that the rate of decrease of the sequence {r($_,), n 2 l} is 
an important indication of the level of performance of rr,.. 
3. Performance bounds for forwards induction policies 
We present the following simple illustration to aid the reader’s intuition. 
There are two major roads of roughly equal length from A to B, depicted in 
Figure 1 and labelled I and II. Highway I is of intermediate status and offers the 
motorist the prospect of steady but modest progress thoughout. In contrast highway 
II is very fast up to some intermediate city C at which point it deterioriates for the 
Fig. 1. 
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remainder of the journey into B. Suppose that these are the only two routes from 
A to B. There are (for example) no connecting roads between I and II. 
An optimal policy for travelling from A to B will plainly choose whichever of I 
and II offers the shorter total travel time. A FI policy (with respect to some suitable 
decision model for this problem) will compare the rate of progress available along 
the whole length of I with that available from II in the fast stretch from A to C. 
Hence a FI policy will choose II and will perform well (i.e. will be optimal or close 
to it) if 
(a) city C is well along highway II and/or 
(b) the deterioration in II at C is slight. 
To use the language of Section 2, a sufficient condition for a FI policy to perform 
well is that the associated sequence of Gittins indices decreases slowly. 
Our initial goal in this section will be to develop performance bounds for FI 
policies (i.e. bounds on R (2) - R ( T,-, 2) for FI policy 7~,.) which are natural measures 
of the rate of decrease of the associated sequence of Gittins indices. Much use will 
be made of the notation established in Definition 3. 
In what follows r* is an optimal policy and rr,. a FI policy with associated FI 
sequence {(7;,, f,), n Z l}. We write r(rr*, $) for the PST attaining the supremum 
yielding T(v*, 2) (see Definition 2). Following Nash [12] we may take 
~(rr*,$)=inf[t>O and T{r*,X(t)}<T(r*,,?)] (8) 
where in (8), x^ is the initial state for A4 and 7~* is the policy operated. Finally, we 
introduce a reward d@erence function A (r, i, . ) : 0 + [w for initial state x^ and DSM 
policy r, defined by 
A(T,$x)=R(T,;)-R(r,x). 
For FI policy rr,. we note that the reward difference 
A{,,-,;,X(;,)}=R(r,.,+R(r,.,X(G,)} 
is defined unambiguously if X(G,) is the state of M at the end of the first stage 
of rf,‘. 
In what follows, we drop the conditioning on the initial state from the notation 
where no confusion will be caused by the omission. 
Lemma 5. 
,. 
R(x) - R(z-,., 5?)c E,,.[cdd{~,~, -;, X(;,))]{l - &, (dm’ 
- E,*( a +“,“A[ n*, 2, X{ ;( VT*, $)}I) 
x [I - E,+{c$=*,‘)}]-‘. 
Proof. We write 
R(n-,,,.?)=R(&,,;,, :)+ En,.[ailR{~,., X(+,)}] 
=T(f){l-E,,.(a’l)}+E,, (~il[R(~,,,x^)-A{~l.,~,X(~,)}]), 
(9) 
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by invoking the definitions of the quantities concerned. Hence from (9) we deduce 
that 
R(~,,,~)=~(~)-E,,.[ailA{*,.,~,X(~,)}]{l-E,,.(ail)}-‘. 
A similar agument yields 
(10) 
R(x^) = r(r*, x^) - E&xi(r*~P)A[~*, i, X{f(rr*, x^)}])[l- E~*{(Y”“*“‘}]~’ 
(11) 
The result follows trivially from (lo), (11) and the fact that T(x^) 2 T(r*, 2). •i 
Theorem 6 is the main result of this section. In its statement we require {~,,(‘rr*), 
n 2 l}, the sequence of stopping times attaining successive Gittins’ indices for M 
under r*. We also write s,,(~*)=C~=, ~~(rr*). The sequence {r,,(‘rr*), ns 1) is 
defined inductively for initial state ,? by 
7,( 7r*) = T( rr*, 2), 
as in (8) and (12) 
Tn(rr*) = 7[7r*, x{s,_,(7r*)}], n 32. 
Theorem 6. 
where 
(13) 
and 
z-I2( ?T*, 2) = E,* IF tnr* , x{%-,(~*)>l 
“=, 
-T[?T”, x{s,(7i-*)}])a”J?r*) (14) 
Proof. Note that from (8) and (12) it follows that 
UT*, X{s,_,(7r*)}]~T[~*, X{s,(7r*)}] a.s., n 3 1, 
and hence H2(rr*, 2) is non-negative. It is a trivial consequence that we only need 
to establish the left-hand inequality in (13). 
We now write 
cn, X(s^,_,)} X(0) = 2 I 1 
T{X($-,)}(l - &) X(0) =x^ I 1 
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with a similar expression for R{r,-, X(;,)}. Hence it follows that 
EjJa”A{q, 2, X(f,)>] 
={l-E,,.(nil))E,,.( : [T{X&,)}-I-{X($,)}]a’,~ 1 X(O)=P) 
n=* 
=(1-E,, ((Yil)}H&r,.,.G). (IS) 
A similar analysis for optimal policy n* yields the identity 
ET4 a 
+*,“‘A[# 2 2, x{?~*, 311 
= [1- E,*{a ““‘3”),E,*{ E, (T[T*, X{s,_,(~*)}] 
-T[7T”, x{sn(7r*)}])a”~~‘“*’ 1 x(o)=;) 
=[l-.,~{a;‘“*,“‘}]H2(~*,~). (16) 
Left-hand inequality (13) now follows upon substitution of (1.5) and (16) into 
Lemma 5. The theorem is proved. 0 
Inspect the expression for H,(rr,., 2) and note that it is indeed a natural measure 
of the extent to which the stochastic sequence {T(x^,_,), n 2 1) decreases as FI policy 
v,‘ is applied. H2(r*, 2) is an equivalent measure for optimal policy rr*. Consider 
the following examples: 
Example 1. Suppose that M has just two states, labelled 1 and 2 with actions 
a,,..., uN available in each. For this very simple example, we use prj(U) to denote 
the probability of a transition from state i to statej under action a. We further write 
~,~(a) for the probability generating function of a geometric random variable with 
probability p,-(u) evaluated at discount rate LY, i.e. 
Vz,(a) = aPtj(u)[l - a{1 -Pij(“)llp’. 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that 
max r(1, a,)2 max r(2, a,). (17) LGjGN ,SjGN 
It follows trivially from (17) that r( 1) 2 r(2) and hence for the problem with initial 
state 2 the stopping time + defined in (6) must be infinite as. Consequently in this 
case a FI policy is an optimal policy. 
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If the initial state is 1 then (s,, G,), the DSM policy/PST pair defining the first 
stage of a FI policy is given as follows: 4, chooses any action a* satisfying 
r(1, a^) = max r(1, a,) 
,z5-j<iV 
until time <, , the time of first entry into state 2. From time ?, onwards a Fl policy 
is an optimal policy. It is trivial that 
r(l)=r(l,G)(l-a))’ (18) 
and 
r(2) = ma7([‘(2, a;){1 - V*l(“i)}+ vZl(ai)r(l~ aj){l - vlZ(a,)ll t 
x{1 - v*I(ai)v~*(u~)I~‘(l -a)m’) 
~max([d2, a,){1 - ~,(a~))+ ~,,(a,)~(l, a^){1 - 4~)>1 
x {l- v,,(u,)v,,(a^)}~‘(l -cr)‘). 
Now, from Theorem 6, (18) and (19), 
R(l)-R(?r,., l)G{r(l)-r(2)}V,,(a^) 
s min[{r(l, 6) - r(2,4))vr~(i){l- v21("i)l 
x{l-Y,,(ui)V,,(~)}~‘(l-a)~‘] 
G (41, a^)- 42, G)vr~(a^){l - r+,(i)} 
x{l-v~,(~)v,z(~)}~‘(l-(Y)~’ 
where action b satisfies 
r(2,$) = max r(2, a,). 
,SjssN 
(19) 
(20) 
Consider (20). Policy r,. from state 1 will perform well when the maximal rewards 
from the two states are close and/or action a^ chosen by v,‘ is such that under it 
sojourns in state 1 of reasonable length are likely. 
Example 2 (System under deterioration). Suppose now that M represents a system 
deteriorating under usage. It has a countable state space with large values of state 
i EN representing more advanced states of deterioration. In each state actions 
a,, a z,..., uN are available. Different actions represent different trade-offs between 
higher immediate rewards and more rapid wear on the system. 
We suppose that for each action a, r(i, a) is non-increasing in i and that from 
state i, one-step transitions can take place only to i and i + 1. As in Example 1 we 
adopt the notation p,,(u), z+,(u). The assumption of non-increasing rewards yields 
T(i)= max {r(i,u,)(l-a)-‘}Ar(i, b,)(l-a))‘, 
,-sjSN 
(21) 
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say. A FI policy will choose any action b, satisfying (21) in state i. Assume the 
system begins at time 0 in pristine state 1, it follows trivially from right-hand 
inequality (13) and (21) that 
R(l)-R(V, 1) 
s f, [ (44 b,) - 4i-t 1, bi+,)}( I? vi,+1 
,=I 
h,))(l -C’] (22) 
and comments along the lines of those at the end of Example 1 are in order. 
Suppose now that action a: is optimal in state i and that r( i, a:) is non-increasing 
in i. Under these conditions we can make use of the tighter bound (left-hand of 
(13)) of Theorem 6 to obtain 
R(l)-R(vr, l)sif, {r(i h)--r(i+l, b.+,)}@, ~j,+,(h,))(l-a)Y’ 
Example 3 (Competing MDPs- a probabilistic analysis). Suppose that M’, 
M*, . . . , M” are MDPs as in Section 2(i)-(v), each having discount rate cy. Denote 
by 0: A’, ri and P’ the state space, action sets, reward function and probability 
law respectively for M’, 1s is n. Denote by {M’, 1 G is n; m} where m < n, the 
family of competing MDPs, defined as the discounted MDP with the following special 
features: 
(i) States. Its state at time t E N is X(t) = {X’(t), X’(t), . . . , X”(t)} where Xi(t) 
is the state of M’ at time t E N which must lie in R’, 1 G is n. 
(ii) Actions. In state x E X:=, R’, action set A(x) is the collection of all choices 
of m actions from lJy=, A’(x,), there being no more than one action chosen from 
each Ai( 1~ i G n. Alternatively, 
A(x)={(ai,,a,,,..., a,,,,); (4, 4,. . , i,) E Cl,&. . . , fi) 
and ai, E A!(xJ, 1 s r< m}. 
Less formally, a choice of m decision processes from the n available is made at 
each decision epoch and an action chosen for the m selected processes. 
(iii) Rewards. Should action (ail, a;,, . . . , a,,,,) E A{X( t)} be taken at decision 
epoch t E I%! an expected reward 
is earned. 
(iv) Process evolution. Should action (a,, , ai,, . . . , a ,,,,) E A{X( t)} be taken at 
decision epoch t E N then state X’y( t) evolves according to probability transition 
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law P’r, 1 c r s m, these transitions being independent of each other. If j # i, for 
any r, l<r<m, then X’(t+l)=X’(t) a.s. 
(v) Optimal policies. Since (i)-(iv) describes a discounted MDP, the comments 
in Section 2(v) apply. In particular, we are able to assert the existence of an optimal 
policy which is DSM and which satisfies the optimality equations. 
The case m = 1 in which a single action for one of the competing MDPs is chosen 
at each decision epoch has been studied extensively. Such processes have been used 
to study problems in resource allocation and research planning (Nash [12]), com- 
puter scheduling (Bruno and Hofri [l] and Glazebrook [4]) and the sequential 
design of experiments (Glazebrook [5]). Whittle [17] and Glazebrook [6] have 
discussed necessary and sufficient conditions for a FI policy to be optimal. 
Glazebrook and Fay [9] discuss a general approach to policy evaluation. 
Very little is known about families of competing Markov decision processes for 
general m. Models with m > 1 are important, inter alia, for multiprocessor scheduling 
problems. Contributions for the special case in which each M’ is a bandit process, 
i.e. IA’(x)( = 1, x E a’, 1 < i c n, are due to Weber [15] and Weiss [16]. It turns out 
that, although it is very difficult to say much about the structure of optimal policies 
(or good suboptimal policies) for the general case it is possible to make probabilistic 
statements about the performance of FI policies on the basis of Theorem 6. This 
work is related to the probabilistic analysis of heuristics pioneered by Karp [lo]. 
In order to discuss these ideas we need a probability space (fi, g, p) such that 
fi is some sub-class of the set of discounted MDPs (satisfying Section 2(i)-(v)) 
with discount rate (Y. For example, a simple choice would be that fi contained the 
set of such processes with finite state space (1,2, . . . , K) and finite action set 
(a,,a,,..., uN) in each state. Let i be a (finite) upper bound on Gittins indices 
for members of fi, uniformly over states. Note that specifying members of d involves 
inter alia a specification of an initial state. Our key requirement is the following: 
Assumption 1. The function r : fi +R .,) such that T(w) is the initial Gittins index 
for w E fi is a random variable such that 
i=i!f(B>O and F(rsB)=l}. 
Suppose that n independent choices o’, w2,. . . , W” of MDPs are made from 
(d, .%, I’) with associated i.i.d. Gittins indices r’, r2, . . , r”. In the resulting family 
{w’, 1 G is n; m} where rn< n, let R”(r,.) and R”(rr*) stand for the expected 
rewards earned from the application of a FI policy and an optimal policy respectively 
to {w’, 14 i< n; m}. In Theorem 7, ‘almost surely’ is with respect to probability 
measure E 
Theorem 7. Under Assumption 1, 
li_i{R”(~*)-R’+r,.)}=O as. 
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Proof. For the choices w’, w2,. . . , wn denote by r (n’ the initial Gittins index of 
{(WI, 02,. . . ) co”); m}. It is trivial to show that 
I’( rCn’ C r&) = 1, 
namely that the maximal reward rate for the ‘choose m from n’ family cannot exceed 
rn6 a.s., where B” bounds the reward rate for a single MDP. 
Now suppose that w’ has initial state 2’ and associated Gittins index r’ E 
[fi - 6, i] for some 6 > 0. Let &‘, ?’ be the DSM policy/PST pair attaining r’, i.e. 
in an obvious notation 
;‘=inf{t>O and r{&‘,X’(f)}<r’} (23) I 
(see Theorem 3) and let T’ > 0 be such that T’ c $’ a.s. and P(r’ < G’) > 0, if such 
exists. We write 
r’=R’(&‘, <‘, x^‘){l -E$(cri’(X’(0) =.?)}_’ 
= R’( 9, 7’,~‘){1-E$((YT’~X’(0)=~‘)}-’ 
x{l-E~~((YT’~X’(0)=~‘)}{I-E,;~((Yi’)X’(O)=~’)}~’ 
+&[E{a”R’(7;‘, ;‘-T’,x’(T’)}Ix’(~‘), r’}] 
x [E${E+,((YT’ -Cz)lX’(r’), T’}]_’ 
x [E${(cu” -CY~‘)~X’(0)=~‘}]{1-E~‘(a~‘~X’(0)=X^’)}~’. (24) 
It is a simple consequence of the status of h as a uniform bound on the Gittins 
indices that 
&‘[E{a”R’{7;‘, i’-T’, X’(T’)})~‘(T’), T’}] 
X[E~~{E&d -C?‘)lx’(T’), T’}]-‘s i. (25) 
We now use (24), (25) together with the inequality 6 2 r’ to conclude that 
R’(7;‘, 7’ ) z?‘){l -Ep,(CYT’IX’(0) =2’)>_’ 
~~-~{1-E~;,(cu’~~X’(O)=x^‘)}{l-E~~(a”~X’(O)=x’)}~’ 
2B”-8(1--Ly))‘. (26) 
Suppose now that all of w’,w’,.. .,w”’ have Gittins’ indices satisfying r’ E 
[g - 6, I?] and that (7;‘, ?) are the pair attaining rr, 1 s r d m. By operating a policy 
which chooses actions for w ‘, w2, . . , corn according to G’, G2, . . , i?” up to decision 
epoch min($‘, ?, . . . , ?‘I) we conclude from (26) that the corresponding reward 
rate must be at least ml? - m8( 1 - LY))‘. We are hence able to deduce that 
_ 
BW'dLS, 1s rCm j m~~rr’“‘amii-m6(1-cu)-‘, n>m. 
(27) 
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Now, for given n, define n (6) to be the number of processes 
exceeds i-8, i.e. 
whose Gittins index 
It is plain from (27) that at all decision epochs before [ n( 8). me’] the Gittins index 
of the family of competing MDPs under r,. must exceed rni - ms( 1 -a)-‘. It is 
then trivial from Theorem 6 that 
[n(A).m-l] 
< c {&(l -,)~‘},‘+nz~,[n(s).m~“(l -a)-‘. 
,=, 
(28) 
Since by the strong law of large numbers n(s) diverges as n + cc a.s. for all 6 > 0 
it follows from (28) that 
htl{R”(7r*)-R”(rr,)}=O a.s. 
as required. 0 
Comment. Closer study of the distribution of random variable r (see Assumption 
1) in the neighbourhood of g may yield improved versions of Theorem 7. For 
example, suppose that 
~(rzfi-6)=0(6’) (29) 
for some r > 0 then 
lim rzP{R”(~*) - R”(s-,.)} = 0 for all p < r-’ a.s. (30) n-r 
To obtain (30) consider the sequence 6, = 6. n-O for some 6 > 0 and /3 E [0, r-l). 
Inequality (28) holds with 6 replaced by 6,, throughout. We therefore have upon 
substitution that 
[n(fin~~‘.K’] 
nP{R”(V*)-R”(7r,.)}SS c {m(l- (Y))‘}(Y’ 
I=, 
+ m&a,[~(fin~“)-l,l I’(1 - Ly))‘. 
But by appeal to standard results and (29) we have that for p < r-l, 
lim nlJLy[“(‘ll~l-‘)-nl-’ I=0 a.s. 
n-s 
(31) 
(32) 
Limiting result (30) then follows simply from (31) and (32). 
4. Stochastic scheduling problems with order constraints 
Our analysis of FI policies has to date been quite general. We now turn to a class 
of problems for which the status of FI policies is in some measure understood and 
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which have had an important role in the theoretical development of forwards 
induction. As a shorthand we shall denote by (J, C) the problem of scheduling the 
stochastic jobs in job set J on a single processor in a way which is consistent with 
precedence constraints C. C is a partial ordering on J such that (i, j) E C denotes 
the requirement that job i must be completed before job j can be processed. (J, C) 
is modelled by a discounted MDP, as in Section Z(i)-(v), but with the following 
special features: 
(i) States. The state of (J, C) at time tEN is X(t)={X,(t),X,(t),. . ,X,(t)} 
where N = (J( and X,(t) is the state of job i at time f. State space R is X,“=, Oi 
where 0, is the state space for i. Subset w, c KIi is the completion set for i, namely 
that job i is completed as soon as its state enters w,. 
(ii) Actions. The action ai is ‘choose job i for processing’. Action sets are given 
by 
A(x)={a,;x,Gw, andVj,(j,i)EC+~,EW~}, xtgRi. 
r=, 
Hence at any decision epoch each uncompleted job whose predecessors under C 
have all been completed is admissible. 
(iii) Rewards. Should action ai E A{X(t)} be taken at decision epoch TV N an 
expected reward (Y ‘r, { X, ( t)} is earned. 
(iv) Process evolution. lf action a, E A{X(t)} is taken at decision epoch t E N then 
state X,(t + 1) is determined according to Markovian transition law Pj, whereas 
X,(f+l)=X,(t) a.s., j# i. 
(v) Optimal policies. As in Section 2(v), we are able to assert the existence of 
an optimal policy which is DSM and which satisfies the optimality equations. 
In order to discuss the status of FI policies for (.I, C) we need the following. 
Definition 4. (i) Job i is said to be an immediate predecessor of job j if (i, j) E C 
andifak, ifk#j,forwhich(i,k)EC, (k,j)EC. 
(ii) C is an out-forest if each job has at most one immediate predecessor. 
If we regard an out-forest C as the union of connected components, no two of 
which are connected to each other, then each component is an out-tree with exactly 
one source job (i.e. without predecessors). C = 0 and C = {parallel chains of jobs} 
are special cases. A more typical case with IJI = 9 and C having two components 
may be found in Figure 2. 
The importance of the out-forest case is summarised in the following result, which 
is Theorem 3.22 in [3]. 
Theorem 8. If C is an out-forest then all FI policies are optimal for (J, C). 0 
That FI policies are nof optimal for general C is clear from Example 3.13 in [3]. 
Gittins explores what is needed for FI policies to be optimal in this context and 
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7 8 9 
-- 
Fig. 2. 
develops a sufficient condition which is automatically satisfied in the out-forest case. 
In order to describe this condition we need to develop some notation. 
Let r, p be policies for (J, C) and T be a stationary PST on (J, C) under policy 
p. We write 7, for the number of decision epochs in [0, r) at which action a, was 
taken. Evidently 
Plainly the random variables (T, , TV, . . . , rN) are well-defined whether or not p is 
actually used for (J, C), i.e. given a set of realisations of the jobs, each T, is determined 
as the number of times p would have chosen a, before reaching T. 
We introduce indicator functions ZVG7! : N + (0, 1) defined by 
4rlrrr(t) = 
1 
1, if 7r chooses ai at time t EN for the sth time where s < ri, 
0, otherwise. 
As a development of the reward rates of Definition 1, we introduce for policies V, 
p and stationary PSTr the function r( 7~, p, T, . ) : R + lR,,j given by 
Note that it is trivial that for all rr and T, 
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and hence if the policy/stopping time pair (4, i’) is reward rate optimal for state x, 
sup r( Tr, 4, @, x) 2 r( i;, 4, x) = T(x). 
77 (34) 
The following result may be found in [8]. 
Theorem 9. Zf r,. is a FI policy with associated sequence {(&,, G,,), n 3 l} then 
R(2) - R(T,., 2) 4 H3(7r,., .q, 
where 
It is plain from (35) that if we have equality in (34) at the beginning of each 
stage of FI policy rrI., i.e. 
then nTTI. will be optimal. Gittins [3] is able to show that if C is an out-forest then 
(36) automatically follows, yielding Theorem 8 as a consequence. The right hand 
side of (35) then has the status of a natural measure of the extent to which sufficient 
condition (36) fails to be satisfied. However, it is a complex expression and it is 
not at all clear what it is saying about the structure of (J, C). We shall develop from 
Theorem 9 a bound on R(x*) - R( TT,., 2) which measures in rather simpler terms the 
extent to which C is not an out-forest. The key result is the following. 
Theorem 10. If C is an out-forest then 
Please note at the outset that the existence of r, p and r attaining the above 
supremum is guaranteed by standard results. We shall prove Theorem 10 via a series 
of lemmas. These results necessitate some preliminary terminology and notation. 
A sink job is one with no successors. Consider sink job i under a policy which 
chooses it for processing at time 0 and at all subsequent decision epochs until it 
completes. ri : 0, + [wzo is the Gittins index for job i, regarded (trivially) as a MDP. 
Define stopping time p! on this process by 
pi=inf t>O and either X,(t)Ew, or r,{X,(t)}<sup ~{T,/L, 7,X(O)} . -,A7 1 
(37) 
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Given triple (rr, p, T), we define {n(p,), p, r(p,)} as follows: 
(I) For any realisation of (J, C) for which p, s r,, replace the vector 
(r,,rz,..., TN) by (r,,r2,...,Pi,..., TV). In this case T+,) = rr. 
(II) For any realisation of (J, C) for which pi > TV, replace the vector 
(~,,72,...,~~)by(T,rT2,..., pi,. . , TV). Here policy I is identical to r until 
all the 7, have been realised; it then processes job i until pi is realised and then 
continues arbitrarily. 
Lemma 11. For all choices of sink job i, 
Proof. By (33) together with (I) and (II) above, 
T{r(Pi)~ /-& T(Pi), xl 
=(A-B+C)(D-E+F)-’ (38) 
where A to F are used as shorthands for the respective terms in the numerator and 
denominator of (38). From (33) we have that 
A( LIP’ = r( T, /_L, 7; x). (39) 
By simple reference to the Gittins index for sink job i we conclude that 
B(E)-‘< T,{Xi(P,)]s sup r(nv pu, 7, X)2 (40) 
~.F,T 
the right hand inequality following as a consequence of the definition of pi, see 
(37). Further, an argument along the lines of that used for Theorem 3.4(iv) in [3] 
yields 
C(F)-‘2 sup r(n-, /_L, 7, x). (41) 
T.!-bT 
The result now follows trivially from (39)-(41). 0 
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Comment. We conclude from Lemma 11 that in considering the 
sup T(r, A 7, x) 
x+7 
we may suppose that r, =p, for all sink jobs i. 
supremum 
(42) 
We now denote by 7; a policy attaining the supremum (over T) in (42). Under 
+, denote by V, the first decision epoch at which only sink jobs remain to be 
processed. 
Lemma 12. From decision epoch u, onwards ?i is an index policy, i.e. 3 functions 
0, : 0, + lF!~o such that for t E [c, , a), 
7;{X(t)} = a, e @;{X,(t)}= max @,{X,(t)}, (43) 
I 
the maximisation in (43) being over all jobs j not completed at t. 
Proof. By Lemma 11 and the comment following, we may suppose that in the 
supremum 
sup r(T /A T, x) = sup r(+ /A 7, x) 
m.lr.7 fi.7 
we may suppose that s-~ = pi for any job i not completed at (T, . We write 
( 
1, if t < c, and ~7 chooses a, at time 1 EN 
I,,,,,;(‘) = for the sth time where s < Ti, for some i, 
0, otherwise. 
Indicator function I- Vp7C(r: is defined similarly but with t < u, replaced by t 3 (T, . We 
introduce the notation 
R(6 CL, T, CT, x)&E+ 
i 
f CI’Z- 
,=” 
,,,,;(t)i(‘) / X(O) =x} 
and 
w(i, A 7, UI , X)&E6 
1 
z (Y’I- 
,=O 
,~~,~(r)(l-a)(x(o)=x}. 
We define R(&, p, T, UT, x) and W(6, p, T, UT, x) similarly. From (33) it follows 
trivially that 
r(g, CL, 7, x) = {R(7j, /-% T, a,, x)+ R(G, CL, 7, a:, X)> 
x{W(ii, /A T, u;,x)+ w(+, /J+ 7, u:,x)I-’ 
= (R(E, pu, T, f, x)+E[E{R(+, CL, 7, fl+, x)lX(u,)}l) 
x{W(7;,~,T,U1,x)+W(~,jj,EL,T,~~,x)}-’. (44) 
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Now, if (7;, b, F) attain the supremum in r( n, ,u, T, x) we deduce from (33) that 
+zz, 
[ 1 
i a’ 1-i 1+,;;(t) r(+Y,;,;,x)(l--(Y) X(0)=x . 
I =o ,-=I I I I 
(45) 
From (45) it is clear that (6, p, 7) solve a MDP process identical to (J, C) as 
described in (i)-(v) above but with an additional action b,. available at all decision 
epochs. Action b,. effects no change to the state of the process and earns a (discoun- 
ted) reward 
T($,,,?,x)(l-a) 
whenever taken. 
It follows from this characterisation and the fact that F, = pi for any job i not 
completed at (T, that we may now deduce from the stationarity of optimal policies 
for discounted MDPs that + will always choose an action ai such that 
J+,++(r) = 1 (46) 
when such a choice exists. It then follows that 
W( 7;, /_I,, ?-, V: ) x) = E,( a”!) - E,( a’?) (47) 
where random variable (T is the first time at which p, is realised for all (sink) jobs 
not completed at (T,, i.e. under G, 
&=inf[t>a,; either X,(t)~w, or r;{X,(t)}<T(7;,llZ,7,~), 
for all i such that X,(a,) r! We]. 
But note from (47) that, among those policies 7; with the property enunciated at 
(46) the quantity W( E, p, T, CT:, x) is policy invariant in the sense that it does not 
depend upon the choices made by 7; during [(T, , 6). We now deduce from (44) that 
to maximise r( fi, p, 7, x), 7i will choose actions during [a,, 6) to maximise 
E{R(ii, /-% 7, c+, x) IX(fl,)> 
for all X(a,). It now follows from the classical result of Gittins [2] (see Theorem 
3.6 in [3]) that this is achieved by an index policy. The result follows. 0 
We now establish Theorem 10 by means of a (backwards) induction argument. 
In order to do so, for given policy r for (J, C) we introduce a sequence 
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defined by 
u,, ( TT) = infI t 2 0; (n - 1) or fewer of the ai have been 
I 
inadmissible throughout [0, t)]. 
Note that r,(6) is the random variable u, of the above proof. 
Proof of Theorem 10. We shall prove by induction on n that from decision epoch 
(T,(G) onwards 7; is an index policy. For n = 1, this is Lemma 12. Suppose the 
inductive hypothesis holds for n = k and deduce it for n = k+ 1. 
Consider (J, C) at decision epoch v~+,(;). If (TV+, r - (~~(7;) the deduction is C-J- 
immediate. Otherwise, suppose that n{(~~+,(7;)} jobs are admissible at (TV+,. At 
time aA+,( then, the uncompleted jobs in (J, C) have a digraph representation 
with n{~~+,(&)} components, each of which has a single source job. Since from 
time (T~( 7;) onwards 7i is an index policy it follows that from time c~+,( 7;) onwards 
within each component 7; will process the source job through to completion and 
will thereafter choose between admissible jobs according to the appropriate 
indexation. 
Hence from time aA+, onwards policy 6 yields a within component decision 
structure for each of the n{c~~+,( 7j)} components. In this way each of these com- 
ponents may be regarded as sink jobs (i.e. having an appropriate stochastic/reward 
structure as in (iii) and (iv) above). The analysis of Lemmas 11 and 12 may now 
be introduced to conclude that from ~~+,(7;) onwards we have 
(i) 7i =p, for each of the n{~~+,(7j)} sink jobs corresponding to individual 
components at v~+,( 7;); 
(ii) 6 is an index policy from gk+,(+) onwards. 
Hence the induction goes through for n = k + 1. 
We are now able to deduce that from 0 (i.e. (TV (6)) onwards G is an index policy. 
It is also clear from the argument in Lemma 12 (and (i) above) that the nature of 
7 makes it plain that p can be chosen arbitrarily. Hence we conclude that 
N 
sup q%-,/_& T,x)=r(7;, 77, ?,x)=r(fi, ?,x)sr(x), XC x 0,. (48) 
T,P,T /=I 
From (34) it is plain that 
sup r( 7r, /_6., T, x) 3 T(x). 
rr,fi’,T 
(49) 
The result follows trivially from (48) and (49). 0 
We are now able to combine Theorems 9 and 10 to obtain an evaluation of FI 
policy 7r,. in terms of a natural measure of the extent to which C fails to be an 
out-forest. As an illustration of the methodology, consider (J, C) as represented by 
the digraph in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. 
Denote by (J, C\{c}) a problem identical to (J, C) save for the deletion of the 
immediate precedence relations contained in set c. Note that c will correspond to 
a set of arcs in the digraph of (J, C). For example, in the above illustration 
(J, C\{(3,6), (5,8)}) has the digraph representations as given in Figure 4. Note that 
with (3,6) and (5,8) deleted this is now an out-forest. 
If T’(x), r“( 7~, T, x) and T“(rr, p, T, x) denote reward rate measures for (J, C\{c}) 
and T(x), r(rr, T, x) and r(~, p, 7, x) the corresponding measures for (J, C), the 
following result is the trivia1 consequence of the fact that the class of admissible 
policies for (J, C) is contained within the corresponding class for (J, C\(c)). 
Lemma 13. For all possible c, 
and 
P(x) 2 T(x), x E ; q, 
j=l 
N 
sup P(%-, /A, 7, x)2 sup r(?T, /A., 7, x), XE x a,. 0 
T,P,T T,P,T ,=I 
1 3 5 
0 0 
Fig. 4. 
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Consider now the expression 
““,P T{r, G,, ;;1, X(L,))-T{X(L,)I, 
representing in the bound in (35) the loss in reward rate from choosing actions in 
the nth stage of a FI policy instead of optimally. Consider the following definition. 
Definition 5. For problem (J, C) in state x, the set C(x) of subsets of C is the set 
of minimal reductions to an out-forest if for each c E C(x), 
(i) the digraph of (J, C\{c}) is an out-forest, and 
(ii) no proper subset of c has this property. 
For example for (J, C) in state x as depicted in Figure 3, 
C(x) = [{(3,6), (5,8)k {(3,6), (678)); {(4,6), (5,8)1; {(4,6), (6,8))1. 
We now develop a natural reward-rate measure of the extent to which (J, C) in 
state x fails to be an out-forest. 
Definition 6. Out-forest discrepancyfunction n” :X,“_, 0; + [wzo for (J, C) is defined as 
0, if C(x) =0, 
L(x) = 
min {Y(x)-T(x)}, xE 2 0,. 
(50) 
CiC‘(X) j=l 
Note that for the example in Figure 3 two jobs (6 and 8) have two immediate 
predecessors and for this reason (J, C) is not an out-forest in state x. In this case 
the function A will reflect 
(i) the time which will elapse before either job 6 or 8 is encountered. The 
discounted structure guarantees that the larger this time is the smaller will be the 
corresponding value of d; 
(ii) the extent to which returns from jobs 6 and 8 and their successors yield higher 
reward rates than their predecessors. It is only when this happens that these jobs 
enter into the calculation of r, r“. 
The following result gives a bound on R(2) - R( v,., 2) in terms of the out-forest 
discrepancy function a’. 
Theorem 14. If v,. is a FZpolicy for (J, C) with associated sequence {(G,,, ?,), n 3 1) 
then 
,. A 
R(x)-R(v,.,~)~l&(~,., x), 
where 
H4(7r,.,2)= E,,. ; ~{x(~~_,)}(a’,~l-(YP, 
[ n=, 
)/X(0)=2]. 
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for all CE C{X($_,)}, by Lemma 13. However, by Theorem 10, 
CE C{X($_,)} * sup Y{7r, /_L, 7, X($_,)} = rc{x(s’,_,)} 
V,W,T 
which implies from (51) that 
(51) 
and the result then follows immediately from Theorem 10. 0 
Please note that, from (50), discrepancy function n” is expressed entirely in terms 
of Gittins indices. Standard approaches can now be invoked to obtain good approxi- 
mations and bounds for d” and thereby to facilitate an evaluation procedure for rr,. 
based on Theorem 14. 
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